Installation Precision flooring
Fitting Instructions
Check the ground surface
Always check if the surface is dry, undamaged, clean, traction and pressure resistant, and flat.

Storage
Ensure that the material is placed on a flat surface at all times. If the material isn’t stored flat then it may lead to problems during
application.

Prevent colour differences
Only use material from the same product batch per room.

Checking the materials before application
The floor covering is checked thoroughly before leaving the factory so that high standards of quality are guaranteed. We cannot however
be 100% sure that there will be no defects .So check the material for any visible defects before use. This is your responsibility and once cut
we can no longer take responsibility for weave issues.

Acclimatisation
IMPORTANT it is extremely important that the material acclimatises to the climate conditions. To give the material ample time to settle, the
product should be placed in the applicable room for at least 24 hours so that the material can acclimatise to the room temperature. The
ideal application temperature is c. 18°C, the air humidity must not exceed 70%. The material adapts itself to the temperature and room in
which it will be used. Direct sunlight should be avoided, and certainly up until the time the adhesive is fully set.
We recommend F.Ball adhesives. Please contact them for further information including suitability between adhesive and correct sub floors
i.e. Ply or screed.

Application
Place the product, beside each other, with an overlap of ± 5 cm. Cut the product twice (double) with a sharp knife and metal ruler.
We recommend that you use the F.Ball adhesives. The adhesive should be applied according to the instructions provided by the adhesive
manufacturer.

Cutting
Cut the seams with a straight knife. Do not use a drawknife unless along the walls.

Floor Heating
Precision Flooring can be used on floors with underfloor heating, up to 27°C. Before applying the floor covering and the preparatory
activities, make sure that the underfloor heating has been turned off at least 24 hours in advance. After laying the floor covering, wait at
least 24 hours before putting the heating back on and do so in 5°C increments per day.
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Gluing seams
Cover the seams with a wide tape. Push the tape with a soft rubber roller. Cut the product twice (double) with a sharp knife. Fill the cutting
line with the cold weld. Let the glue dry and remove the tape.

Recommended Company
Mueller Cold Weld System
T: + 00 49 62 33 37 930
www.mueller-pvc-naht.de
Type A For new installations Available in UK through Janser in Halesowen
T: + 0121 561 5888 4
4g 15 linear meters 132g 40 linear meters
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